
Overview of Segment Business Strategies

Segments Segment sales and operating income under Medium-Term Management Plan
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Operating income

Operating income

Operating income

Consumers Segment

We sell cameras—Canon Inc.’s founding business—

inkjet printers, and IT products to consumers. We 

contribute to more convenient and fulfi lling lives 

through our products and services.

Enterprise Segment

We provide Canon products and IT solutions to large 

corporations as well as quasi-major and upper medium-

sized enterprises customers. We work with them to create 

value and resolve specifi c industry issues.

Area Segment

We provide Canon products and IT solutions to small-

to-medium-sized enterprises nationwide. We will 

support them working on DX through the sales channels 

of business partners, direct sales organizations, and 

system partners.

Professional Segment

We provide products, services, and solutions to 

customers in production printing, industrial equipment, 

and healthcare. We aim to expand sales of products and 

solutions in respective specialist areas.

* From fi scal 2021, we transferred part of our organization engaging in direct sales to upper medium-sized and quasi-major enterprises in the Area segment to the Enterprise segment. We accordingly reclassifi ed results for fi scal 2020. 

Some fi gures therefore diff er from those on page 3.
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Segment sales for fi scal 2020
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Consumers Segment

Situation analysis

The COVID-19 pandemic has enormously changed the business environment.

 We expect demand for digital cameras to recover from a year earlier, 

when the market shrank significantly because people refrained from 

going out. That said, we do not expect major market expansion, as 

movement restraints will likely continue.

 At the same time, high-priced full-frame sensor cameras are 

accounting for a greater proportion of demand because people want to 

take more impressive photos. The EOS R5 and EOS R6 full-sized mirrorless 

models launched last year won acclaim for their functionality and for 

enhancing photography. We will continue to supply products that deliver 

outstanding value to customers.

 We will provide new ways to enjoy photography and videography in 

a maturing camera market. We aim to increase new demand with products 

that off er novel photography experiences, such as the iNSPiC REC camera 

and the PowerShot ZOOM.

 The markets for inkjet printers and consumables have dwindled 

amid decreases in print volumes at home for New Year’s cards and 

photos. On the upside, teleworking and online learning has generated new 

demand. We will provide printers that best match emerging demand and 

expand sales of models with large-capacity ink tanks, which have 

experienced particular growth.

Opportunities

•  Expanded teleworking and online learning 

•  More photo opportunities as people ease up on refraining from going out

•  More engagement with customers through social networking and 

e-commerce expansion

Risks

•  Shrinking camera market as the result of a new wave of COVID-19 infections 

Strengths

•  Customer relationships owing to a dominant market share in cameras 

and printers and contacts with customers ranging from electronics 

retailers through e-commerce and our showrooms and service centers

•  Logistics, sales channels, and marketing capabilities that enable us to 

provide non-Canon products to consumers nationwide

•  A compact organization that responds fl exibly to market swings 

Medium- and long-term vision and business strategy

The Consumer Business Unit’s mission is help make consumer lifestyles 

more convenient and interesting through its products and services, 

including from the camera line with which Canon started out.

 We will solidify our existing camera and printer businesses while 

endeavoring to create tomorrow’s new products and services.

 A good example of that stance is ichikara Lab, which we established 

in May 2020 to develop new products and services for new customer 

segments. We are reinforcing marketing to younger consumers.

 In 2021, we will continue to sell high-value-added products. 

These include the EOS R series of full-sized mirrorless cameras and 

inkjet printers with large-capacity ink tanks. We will strengthen 

engagement online and physically with consumers to increase the 

Koichi Mikami

Senior Executive Offi  cer

Director of Consumers Segment

number of Canon brand devotees. We will accordingly launch a new 

photo communication site to maintain strong ties with consumers 

and enhance added value by providing a venue in which people can 

immerse themselves in our offerings.

 We will increase sales by broadening our lineup of in-trend non-

Canon products and new services for consumers, including web cameras 

for online meetings and gaming PCs for e-sports.

 Consumer purchasing patterns have diversified as their lifestyles 

have changed. We will augment mass retailers, camera stores, and other 

sales channels by building our e-commerce presence while partnering 

with other companies to reach our targets for fi scal 2021.

We will make our existing camera and printer businesses 

more robust while endeavoring to create new products 

and services for the years ahead.

Segment Strategies 

Creating new businesses and services

New sites for engaging with consumers 

ichikara Lab

We established ichikara Lab in May 2020. This in-house start-up aims to strengthen marketing 

and product and services development for young consumers. This entity comprises a cross-

organizational team of seven full-time employees and young personnel applied from within 

the Company.

 We initiated Wakamono Study, which explores insights that lies behind the trends, 

values, purchase behaviors and lifestyles of young consumers by constantly discussing 

on various themes and works with young people to consider products and services that 

young people want.

 Our fi rst off ering from that initiative was iNSPiC PV-123 HELLO KITTY, which we released 

in November 2020.

In April 2021, we opened Canon Photo House Ginza and Canon Photo House Osaka so 

consumers could engage directly with us through photography.

 At these venues, customers can shoot with the latest cameras and other equipment, 

experience editing through printing workfl ows, and seek advice on creating the images 

they want. These locations have sections that encourage people to broaden their 

imagination by viewing outstanding photographic works, including by perusing 

collections of books by famous photographers.

 Canon Photo House communicates with consumers across Japan through online 

seminars and events.

Canon Photo House Ginza (above) and Canon Photo House Osaka (below)

ichikara Lab team members (above) and ichikara Lab space (below)
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Enterprise Segment

The mission of our Enterprise Business Unit is to become a true partner by collaborating with customers to create 

and deliver value. We aim to earn market and industry recognition for our ability to solve problems and provide 

solutions, with customers valuing us highly. Accumulating a deep understanding of customer operations will 

enable us to provide differentiated service-based solutions by drawing on our customer base and the sales 

capabilities of our MA Headquarters and GB Solution Headquarters. We will endeavor to significantly expand our

IT solutions business.

We will push forward with our DX business by co-creating with 

customers.

As economies overall become increasingly digital and online, corporate 

customers will likely increase IT investments, leading to an expansion of 

businesses in the DX fi eld.

 Large corporations that are the MA Division’s customers are stepping 

up eff orts to seek new ways of working in digital, online environments. 

We will focus on analyzing customer business issues from sophisticated 

perspectives and offer IT solutions including with Canon products and 

business process outsourcing.

 In the IT solutions business, which will become a key revenue 

source in the years ahead, we will create core solutions by drawing on our 

strengths in image, video, document imaging, and other technologies. We 

will expand our IT solutions business significantly and make it more 

profitable by drawing on synergies between our sales capabilities, 

through which we fully understand customers and industries and can 

approach various customer departments to formulate and execute 

strategies, and the Canon IT Solutions Group, which has technological and 

developmental strengths.

We will cultivate our DX business by thoroughly understanding 

our customers.

In January 2021, we reorganized to strengthen our direct sales structure 

for quasi-major and upper medium-sized enterprises.

 We expect that customer DX needs in offi  ces will be in full swing 

from 2023, when work practice reforms and other measures will have 

passed a peak. We will draw on synergies with Canon IT Solutions to 

employ our comprehensive proposal and support capabilities and provide 

value-added solutions that help customers grow.

 We will strive to expand the market share of Canon products and lift 

sales of the IT solutions business by providing services covering 

everything from proposals through maintenance, combining Canon 

products and IT solutions. We will create solutions for quasi-major and 

upper medium-sized enterprises to match their investment scales and 

will launch a services model. In addition, we will take on a range of 

challenges as we grow and expand, building a new sales approach for 

Canon MJ to trigger Groupwide growth.

MA Headquarters GB Solution Headquarters

Hiroyuki Matsumoto

Senior Executive Offi  cer

Group Executive of MA Headquarters

Enterprise Business Unit

Koji Ishiwata

Executive Offi  cer

Group Executive of GB Solution 

Headquarters

Enterprise Business Unit

Canon IT Solutions Inc.

Positioning in the Canon MJ Group

Situation assessment

In 2020, most companies commonly postponed investment 

decisions owing to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. IT 

investments are recovering among companies in the manufacturing 

and other sectors. Although it is unclear when the pandemic will 

abate, customers still need to invest in IT to expand business. We 

consider it essential to divine customer intentions and steadily 

expand opportunities to supply new value.

Opportunities

•  Corporate DX momentum and growing need for IT to off set labor 

shortages

•  More opportunities to use IT in SDG initiatives, one example 

being such advanced mathematical technologies as demand 

forecasting and logistics optimization to help reduce food losses

•  Growing demand for high-level data centers that can securely 

store and use massive and increasing data volumes owing to the 

growth of cloud computing and e-commerce and a rising need 

for data usage in a data-driven economy

Risks

•  Remaining able to adapt rapidly to new technological areas

•  Constantly reviewing our business and human resources 

portfolios to adapt to new management and business trends

Strengths

•  Ability to resolve customer issues by employing systems 

development experience

•  R&D capabilities that lead to business, such as mathematical 

technologies and natural language processing

•  Project management skills that enhance entire customer IT life 

cycles, from systems development and infrastructure 

construction through operations

•  High-quality IT infrastructure and advanced operational 

capabilities, which the Nishi-Tokyo Data Center exemplifi es

Medium- and long-term vision and business strategy

Our long-term vision is to be a co-creator that paves the way toward 

tomorrow with advanced ICT and enthusiastic employees. We want to 

continue exploring ideas with customers and create business with 

them to build a new future for society and customers by refi ning our 

technology and motivating our employees.

 We will accordingly expand our ICT services to resolve issues 

that are common to industries, sectors, and operations and engage in 

consulting to consider ideas with customers and create businesses 

with them. Another management priority is to transform businesses 

into services to provide ongoing customer value.

 In managing our businesses, we emphasize key performance 

indicators and use PDCA cycles to check progress. Executives 

always share progress with each other in implementing their 

business strategies.

 In January 2021, we signifi cantly changed our organizational 

structure so we could become closer than ever to customers. 

Under the new structure, in fi scal 2021 we will focus on serving 

customers resuming and expanding investment activities, 

especially in manufacturing, as a key focus in implementing our 

strategy. For manufacturers, we offer diverse expertise in 

embedded software development, computer-aided design, product 

life cycle management, mixed reality, and other engineering 

solution products. We also have expertise in production 

management and demand forecasting. We will return to growth by 

comprehensively employing these resources.

Akira Kanazawa

Representative Director

President and Chief Executive Offi  cer

Canon IT Solutions Inc.

azawa

rector

Offi  cer

ns Inc.

Canon IT Solutions is an IT partner that helps customer businesses evolve. We prioritize being close to customers, cultivating advanced 

technologies, and resolutely fi nishing tasks. We will leverage these qualities to undertake development for customers and help resolve social 

issues with them. We will also play a leading role in the Canon MJ 

Group’s Long-Term Management Objectives target of ¥300 billion in 

IT solutions business sales by 2025.
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Situation analysis

In a shifting business environment, small-to-medium-sized enterprises 

will likely make steady progress in digitizing processes to tackle change 

and increase corporate value. Japan has more than three million of these 

enterprises. Overall prospects for IT investments are high, with extensive 

spending continuing in such areas as security. On the downside, many 

companies do not know what to invest in because they have no in-house 

IT experts and are unsure where to get advice from.

 We have a nationwide customer base that we have built with our 

channels, and we are always ready to serve. By sharing issues and 

collaborating to develop and deliver IT solutions, we can build ongoing 

relationships with customers as their partner in this fi eld. Our challenge 

is to create a framework to offer total IT solutions support, including 

maintenance. We are focusing on creating a structure so that we can 

deliver one-stop customer support with our channels.

Opportunities

•  Small-to-medium-sized enterprise IT investment will probably rise 

•  Firms lack specialist IT managers, and managers seek consultants

Risks

•  The pandemic and other factors are causing customer investment 

priorities to fl uctuate

Strengths

•  Community-based business partner channels serving prominent local fi rms 

•  Systems partner channel to develop businesses linked to enterprise and 

other systems

•  Key Canon product lines that enjoy high market shares and security 

products and our ability to formulate comprehensive proposals with 

those off erings 

•  Channel synergies, notably by using Canon System & Support’s best 

practices in direct sales

Medium- and long-term vision and business strategy

We will provide IT solutions, including maintenance services, as new value 

propositions in addition to printing to small-to-medium-sized enterprises 

nationwide, having built that customer base mainly through document 

solutions. We aim to off er total support to put them on track for DX.

 We will use expertise from these endeavors to attract new 

customers, increasing our regional and customer business share and 

transforming our operational portfolio, centered on IT solutions.

 We will accordingly create a business approach that enables us to 

constantly secure business by solidly understanding customers, 

collaborating with them to consider the evolutions of their setups and 

their management issues and formulating the proposals they need to 

achieve their business goals.

 Over the medium and long terms, we will keep supporting the 

development of channels and human resources underlying this business 

approach. We believe that expanding customer contacts through physical 

and online eff orts to stay connected with customers, producing solutions 

off ering new value by integrating documents and IT, and making a plan 

for each partner in the channel to cultivate people to implement solutions 

will allow us to increase our business share in DX for small-to-medium-

sized enterprises.

Area Segment
Canon System & Support Inc.

Takeshi Hiraga

Representative Director

President and Chief Executive Offi  cer

Canon System & Support Inc.

Yasuyuki Uotani

Senior Executive Offi  cer

Director of Area Segment

We will support DX for small-to-medium-sized enterprises in 

Japan by fully leveraging our diverse business and system 

partners and direct sales channels.

Positioning in the Canon MJ Group

Canon System & Support is our direct sales channel for 

small-to-medium-sized enterprises in Japan. It provides 

sales, service, and maintenance for IT solutions and 

Canon products.

Situation analysis

The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed how people work, making 

small-to-medium-sized enterprises increasingly aware of the need 

to improve productivity through IT. In practice, however, those 

entities often find it hard to themselves choose, implement, 

operate, and maintain IT infrastructure, security measures, 

telework programs to enhance productivity, and cloud computing 

setups.

 Canon System & Support helps small-to-medium-sized 

enterprises evolve through IT by providing total services that 

extend from IT selection to implementation, operations, and 

maintenance.

Opportunities

•  The attitudes of small-to-medium-sized enterprise managers 

toward IT investment have changed for the better as a result of 

the pandemic

•  Small-to-medium-sized enterprises need support to develop and 

maintain IT environments

Strengths

•  Our nationwide network enables us to assist with the evolutions 

through IT of small-to-medium-sized enterprises across Japan 

that support local communities

•  We can leverage our direct sales organization strengths to share 

best practices and quickly deploy them among customers

Medium- and long-term vision and business strategy

While companies increasingly recognize the importance of IT, 

many worry that they do not know what systems to install or 

how to use them or handle issues. Installing IT equipment is the 

start of a process rather than the end. It is important to update 

and add functions to resolve problems and check and act on 

failure causes. Experts are vital for these processes. It is 

challenging for many customers that are not large corporations 

to hire the requisite full-time people, and to educate existing 

employees who are not IT experts.

 Canon System & Support aims to keep evolving so that it 

presents and deploys suitable customer solutions in a fast-

changing IT market. We want customers to focus valuable 

resources on core businesses by entrusting us to handle entire IT 

selection, implementation, operations, and maintenance processes.

 At the same time, we want to help customers resolve 

management issues and thereby build robust relationships with 

managements so they seek out our advice first on operational 

issues.

raga

ector

ffi  cer

t Inc.
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Professional Segment

Production Printing

Canon Production Printing Systems is a positive partner for customers in 

the form printing sector, catering to their diverse printing needs. We also 

provide point-of-purchase systems for retailers and large-format drawing 

output systems for manufacturers.

 By combining the systems of Canon Production Printing (called Océ 

through the end of 2019) with proprietary software technology, we can 

combine the strengths of the Canon Group to provide customer solutions 

and add high value to customer businesses.

 Medium- and long-term goals

As a production printing specialist, we will support transformations for 

customers not just in form printing but also in commercial and industrial 

printing. Our mission is to offer customer solutions, and we seek to 

acquire new customers in point-of-purchase systems, large-format 

printers, and document services to become No. 1 in our industry.

 Over the next three to fi ve years, we will move away from a reliance 

on printer maintenance services to focus on providing customer solutions. 

By 2025, we aim to be a solutions company that can generate earnings 

profits by creating new subscription businesses through combining 

existing and new operations. We will accordingly concentrate our people, 

products, and fi nancial resources on the solutions business. We will also 

change our sales approach to propose solutions by more extensively 

understanding customers and identifying their underlying issues.

 Market trends and strengths

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused customer print volumes to decline. 

The decreases have been particularly high in commercial and industrial 

printing for fl yers, pamphlets, catalogs, and other materials. At the same 

time, data printing service volumes for payment slips and notices from 

local governments have remained stable, constraining print volume drops.

 In document services, the pandemic prompted companies to adopt 

paperless processes, with print volumes falling amid increased 

teleworking. We will nevertheless continue to develop new sites and 

expand content creation even in this operating climate.

 For the logistics and retailing sectors, digitization is progressing 

gradually for various reasons, including such factors as population aging 

and labor shortages. We will help drive digital transformations in those 

sectors by providing new solutions for point-of-purchase systems.

Industrial Equipment

In industrial equipment, we sell semiconductor manufacturing-related 

and inspection and measurement equipment, primarily to semiconductor 

manufacturers. We also supply components and optical measuring 

instruments to the automotive, semiconductor, and LCD sectors and 

provide maintenance services.

 Canon MJ has a new business development division and trading 

company capabilities, importing, selling, and supporting equipment from 

abroad that meets customer needs, helping to improve Japan’s 

manufacturing productivity.

 Medium- and long-term approach

• Strengthen sales of in-house products and export off erings

•  Launch new businesses, further develop new products, and consider 

maintenance contracts

 Market trends

As with PCs and game consoles, demand recovered for smartphones and 

automotive-related products from the second half of fi scal 2020. Demand 

for memory devices was also robust, refl ecting increased shipments for 

data centers and a range of electronic devices. Shortages of automotive 

semiconductors will probably boost investments in such devices, 

particularly power semiconductors.

 We will continue to strengthen customer and product diversity and 

become more robust to adapt to market environment changes. At the 

same time, we will deploy a services sales growth strategy.

 We will reinforce our presence in non-semiconductor markets by 

beefi ng up our component OEM business and measuring instrument lineup.

 Strengths

•  Originality: A dedicated product development team within our business 

unit uncovers the world’s best products based on market needs and 

provides them along with our technologies

•  Experienced support: Off ering fi eld support for an array of domestic and 

overseas products requiring advanced technologies

•  Diverse product line: Providing total solutions, including process 

improvements

Healthcare

Canon ITS Medical is the driver for Canon MJ’s medical IT solutions 

business for the medical and healthcare sectors.

 Canon ITS Medical’s diverse medical IT solutions and services 

contribute to customer value. Its one-stop services extend from proposing 

and developing systems through implementation, operations, and 

maintenance.

 Medium- and long-term approach

Information sharing among multiple professions in healthcare and 

nursing care from patient perspectives is becoming increasingly important 

in regional healthcare and comprehensive care. Remote image diagnosis, 

online medical care, and other cloud-based systems and services should 

enjoy growth.

 It is against this market backdrop that Canon ITS Medical will help 

realize a society that delivers health to all. This will be accomplished by 

introducing medical IT centered on electronic medical records and by 

contributing to the eff ective use of a more advanced and diverse medical 

cloud infrastructure.

 Market trends

Rising medical and nursing care costs and medical personnel shortages 

are becoming issues in Japan’s increasingly aged society.

 There is a growing need for medical information coordination among 

community healthcare institutions to curb these social security costs by 

fostering home medical care and reducing medical care duplication.

 Medical professional shortages have prompted advocacy for work 

practice reforms, fueling operational efficiency and work environment 

improvements within hospitals through the use of IT.

 Canon ITS Medical will contribute to medical and nursing care DX by 

presenting IT solutions centered on electronic records underpinning 

medical information connections.

 Strengths

•  A proven record in introducing IT to hospitals, clinics, pharmacies, 

medical centers, and other facilities to streamline efficiency, with 

systems consultation capabilities based on this deployment expertise 

•  The cloud-based Medical Image Place service off ers advanced security that 

complies with the guidelines of three ministries; we are developing new 

businesses by taking advantage of medical IT systems shifting to the cloud

•  We operate two support centers, one in Tokyo and one in Osaka, as part 

of business continuity planning, and have built systems to keep running 

in the event of disruptions from major disasters

•  We help reduce CO2 emissions from medical facilities by encouraging 

a shift to electronic medical records that reduces paper and data 

storage space

Takashi Izaki

Representative Director

President and Chief Executive Offi  cer

Canon Production Printing Systems Inc.

Yasuhisa Oba

Senior Executive Offi  cer

Division Manager of Industrial Equipment

Professional Business Unit

Yoshinobu Kuroi

Representative Director

President

Canon ITS Medical Inc.
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